Experiencing extinction with a non-target cue facilitates reversal of a target conditioned inhibitor in human predictive learning.
Three experiments tested the effect of experiencing extinction on learning about a differential conditioned inhibitor that was trained as an excitor. A human predictive learning task was used in which participants had to evaluate the probability of different colored fertilizers (Cues) leading plants to flourish or not (Outcome). Experiment 1 found that presenting the target cue without outcome while other cues were followed by the outcome made the target cue a conditioned inhibitor, passing both, retardation (Experiment 1a) and summation (Experiment 1b) tests of conditioned inhibition. Subsequent extinction of a different cue facilitated reversing the relationship between the conditioned inhibitor and the outcome regardless of whether the situation could be solved by using simple rules (Experiment 2) or not (Experiment 3). Results are discussed in terms of attentional theories that suggest extinction produces a nonspecific increase in attention that facilitates learning.